
Connect All

I need the most safety and hopeful possibilities

for myself and (if applicable) who I am

attached to. And, I both want to positively,

and don’t want to negatively, tell the children

and innocents of the world, “Here is what I was

doing this moment when you needed me.” 

That might sound hard, but it is necessary and

doable, as an individual and a global

community. 

The world has so many issues that are within

our ability and we have to address. And we

know for the most safety and hopeful

possibilities, we have to address all of them,

and do so with logic-connection. But how can

we do that as an individual, (if applicable)

family, and as a global whole? Let's start by

breaking them down into 3 primary categories:

To whatever our degrees (0-100) and whether

of our true free will or not, we are

experiencing, allowing, creating:

- Injury (child abuse, violence, poverty, racism,

inequality, all the ways we de-individualize,

animal cruelty, unexplained, and so on),

- Destroying our bodies and world (all the

environmental impacts), 

- Not prepared for possibilities, including

possibly imminent worse.

Whether of our true free will or not, what we

and others are doing or not doing right now

affects our and other life’s safety and

possibilities. So, every moment matters for me

to be doing the best thing possible (how we

decide is Five through the Filter), and I need

others to:

- Whatever extent possible have what they

need, to decrease the risk of them being

unintentionally dangerous, and them be able

to contribute their best to our world.

- Also understand how every moment matters. 

Base Logic

Every Moment Matters

Logic-Connection is the
foundation

Anything unanalyzed means we proceed

without knowing what is known, not known, nor

the possibilities. Which means higher risk of

experiencing, creating, or/and allowing injury,

and higher risk of not working towards what is

hopefully possible as best we can. 

So for the most safety and hopeful possibilities,

we need to analyze our entire existence,

reanalyze as we learn more, and function from

that reality.

My Filter:  Our filter helps us decide what is

the best thing to do every moment. We

won’t be perfect, but it helps us do the best

we can. 

To the best of my situational ability, my daily

five is filtered through:

• My Identity - I live with the most logic-

connection I can.  

• My Goal- The most safety and hopeful

possibilities. 

• Every Moment Matters - Knowing the cost

and possibilities to life (ours and other) in

time. 

My Daily Five: 

•Take care of myself, and (if applicable)

those I’m responsible for.

• Take care of my environment.

• Do something to be prepared.

• Be informed and understand more.

• Ask/help others on some level to become

aware and involved to the need for a logic-

connection global approach.

if we analyze all that we can address for the

most safety and hopeful possibilities (from every

form of violence to all the areas we need

answers) the lack of logic-connection and its

full application is either the cause of or/and the

reason it’s not being addressed as it could be.

Motivation 

Three areas that need
addressed: 

Five through the Filter
Our individual self-care framework,
which leads to realizing our global need. 
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Addressing all that can be

addressed in existence for the

most safety and hopeful

possibilities.

~Take the best care of yourself that you can. That’s an always statement. If you need support, we ask you to reach out.

And if the support you need isn’t available, we ask you to continue to do the best you can to take care of yourself.

~When you’re hurting, when you’re being forced to hurt yourself and others, when who you are attached to has similar

needs, when the children and innocents of existence need you, and you're aware it could get worse imminently, you get

and stay focused. That’s rational, and where hopefully hope exists. Take care of yourself the best you can, Gwen & WIAAT


